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But now, these two girls are long-haired shawls, one is more gentle and quiet, so it is difficult
for Claire to associate these two girls with the two heroic girls in the game at that time.

These five think that the women sitting side by side together, it can be said that each has its
own characteristics, each has its own merits, and it is simply five golden flowers.

Just when Claire was so stunned, Jasmine took the initiative and said: “Hello, MadamWade,
long time no see!”

Before, Claire’s friend got married. In order to prevent from embarrassing at her husband’s
house, Charlie took her to the top bridal shop opened by Jasmine. At that time, Jasmine even
came to serve in person.

That was the same time, Claire After meeting with Jasmine, there was some intersection.

Seeing Jasmine take the initiative to greet herself at this time, Claire looked a little nervous
and hurriedly said, “Hello, Miss morre, it’s been a long time!”

At this time, Xyla on the side also opened his mouth and said, “Hello, MadamWade!”

Claire hurriedly said: “Hello, Miss ! I would like to thank you and Dr. Simmons for my father’s
affairs before! I wonder if Dr. Simmons is in good health recently?”

Xyla smiled slightly and said: “My grandfather is in good health, and Mrs. is worried about it.”

Nanako Ito and Aurora looked at each other, and at the same time looked at Claire, and said
with some respect: “Hello, MadamWade!”

“I am Aurora.”

“This is Ito Nanako, please take care of me!”

Charlie hurriedly introduced Claire: “Aurora is the daughter of Mr. Quinton, President
Quinton. Mr. Quinton is our largest medicinal material supplier in Aurous Hill, and he has a
close cooperation.”

“Miss Ito is a well-known fighter in Japan. She and Aurora have played in Aurous Hill before,
and the two became friends during the match.”

Claire suddenly realized it, and blurted out: “Oh…I remember, Mr. Quinton is the rare fighting
genius in our country that the media has always said before! When you say that, , I am also
somewhat impressed. , It’s just that their real person looks a little different from the news
report…”



Aurora said with a smile: “My dad said that I don’t look like a girl when I fight, so I try to make
myself more feminine when I dress up in my daily life, so MadamWade thinks that I might be a
bit different from what I remembered. .”

Claire nodded and smiled: “I really didn’t expect Miss Aurora to be a fan of Stefanie Sun, let
alone Miss Ito like Stefanie Sun…”

Nanako Ito put her hands in front of her, bowed slightly, and said seriously: “Ms. wade, Miss
sun is also very famous in Japan. Many of her albums are sold very well in Japan. Friends who
like Miss sun are around me. Many, I am her number one fan.”

Claire didn’t expect that the Japanese girl would bow and speak at every turn. She was a little
awkward, and hurriedly bowed slightly in return, saying: “Miss Ito is indeed the number one
fan when she comes to watch the concert so far.”

Nanako Ito glanced at Charlie and couldn’t help blushing, and said, “Actually…I am ashamed. I
came to Aurous Hill this time to watch the concert only incidentally. In fact, there is a more
important purpose.”

Claire didn’t know what Ito Nanako’s purpose was. He thought that he was coming to Aurous
Hill to do serious business, and then watched a concert by the way, so he politely said: “This is
the best way. You can do many things in one trip. “

Charlie listened to Ito Nanako’s deep connotation, feeling a little embarrassed in his heart,
and thought to himself: “If they continue to talk like this, I don’t know what else to
connotate.”

So, he hurriedly said to several people: “Everyone, you sit first, our seats are still in there, so
we will be separated first!”
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